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Some antiferromagnets under a magnetic field develop magnetization perpendicular to the field as well as
more conventional ones parallel to the field. So far, the transverse magnetization (TM) has been attributed to
either spin canting effect or the presence of cluster magnetic multipolar ordering. However, a general theory of
TM based on microscopic understanding is still missing. Here, we construct a general microscopic theory of TM
in antiferromagnets with cluster magnetic multipolar ordering by considering classical spin Hamiltonians with
spin anisotropy that arises from the spin-orbit coupling. First, from general symmetry analysis, we show that
TM can appear only when all crystalline symmetries are broken other than the antiunitary mirror, antiunitary
two-fold rotation, and inversion symmetries. Moreover, by analyzing spin Hamiltonians, we show that TM
always appears when the degenerate ground state manifold of the spin Hamiltonian is discrete. On the other
hand, when the degenerate ground state manifold is continuous, TM generally does not appear except when
the magnetic field direction and the spin configuration satisfy specific geometric conditions under single-ion
anisotropy. Finally, we show that TM can induce anomalous planar Hall Effect, a unique transport phenomenon
that can be used to probe multipolar antiferromagnetic structures. We believe that our theory provides a useful
guideline for understanding the anomalous magnetic responses of the antiferromagnets with complex magnetic
structures.

Introduction.— Spin-orbit coupled antiferromagnets are a
promising playground to study novel correlated topological
states and anomalous transport phenomena.1,2 The complex
spin structures of spin-orbit coupled antiferromagnets can
be characterized by their cluster magnetic multipole (CMM)
moments reflecting the symmetry of the magnetic ground
state.3,4 Especially, those with higher-rank CMMs can exhibit
anomalous transport phenomena including various types of
anomalous Hall effects.3–16 The distinct magnetic symmetry
of higher-rank CMMs underlies their unconventional physical
properties, unexpected in simple spin systems with magnetic
dipoles only.

Normally, when a magnetic field B is applied to an
antiferromagnet, the magnetization is developed along the
field direction. However, in several antiferromagnets
with spin anisotropy including Gd2Ti2O7, CsMnBr3, and
Eu2Ir2O7,,17–22 transverse magnetization (TM) was also ob-
served. More specifically, in Gd2Ti2O7 and CsMnBr3, TM
was observed when B was along certain directions and was
attributed to the spin canting effect. More recently, TM was
also observed in Eu2Ir2O7. But in this system, the presence
of a magnetic octupolar ordering, not the spin canting effect,
was proposed as the origin of TM based on phenomenological
Landau theory, and the resultant TM was dubbed the orthog-
onal magnetization (OM).21 One common feature of the three
systems in which TM was observed is that the antiferromag-
netic ground state has higher-rank CMM and the relevant spin
Hamiltonian has spin-anisotropy arising from spin-orbit cou-
pling. Thus, to understand the fundamental origin of TM, the
relation between the spin anisotropy and the complex mag-
netic structure with higher-rank CMM should be clarified.

In this Letter, we construct a general microscopic theory
of TM. First, through symmetry analysis, we derive the gen-
eral symmetry condition to have TM. Explicitly, we show that
TM emerges only when every crystalline symmetry is bro-
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FIG. 1. (a) Structure of the pyrochlore lattice relevant to Gd2Ti2O7

and Eu2Ir2O7. (b, c) Spin configurations of (b) A2-octupole in
Eu2Ir2O7 and (c) E2-dotriacontapole in Gd2Ti2O7.

ken, except for twofold antiunitary rotation C2T , antiunitary
mirror σT , and inversion P . Here, C2, σ, T indicate two-
fold rotation, mirror, and time-reversal symmetries, respec-
tively. Based on the symmetry, we further tabulate the infor-
mation about whether TM is allowed or not under various field
directions for all possible antiferromagnetic structures rele-
vant to Mn3Ir, CsMnBr3, and pyrochlore systems including
Gd2Ti2O7 and Eu2Ir2O7.

We also examine the microscopic origin of TM by studying
the classical spin Hamiltonian on the pyrochlore lattice with
spin anisotropy represented by single-ion anisotropy (SIA),
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI), and dipolar inter-
action (DI). Depending on the nature of spin anisotropy, the
antiferromagnetic ground state has distinct CMMs, and the
degenerate ground state manifold (DGSM) is either discrete
or continuous under spin rotation. We find that when DGSM
is discrete, TM always appears unless forbidden by symme-
try. On the other hand, when DGSM is continuous, TM is
generally not allowed. However, when DGSM is constrained
in easy planes by SIA, TM can appear when the magnetic field
direction and spin configuration satisfy certain geometric con-
ditions. As a result of TM, we show that TM induces a unique
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transport phenomenon called anomalous planar Hall Effect
(APHE).23 Although we mainly focus on the pyrochlore lat-
tice, our theory can be readily generalized to any antiferro-
magnets on any lattice system.

Global symmetry constraints.— Let us first consider the
symmetry constraint on the TM (M⊥) under B. First, we
note that any n-fold rotation symmetry Cn (n = 2, 3, 4, 6)
along the direction of B prohibits nonzero TM because M⊥
is canceled by its rotated counterparts

∑n−1
i=1 C

i
nM⊥. Simi-

larly, a mirror symmetry σ with the normal direction parallel
to B also forbids the TM. The only unitary symmetry com-
patible with nonzero TM is spatial inversion P .

In the case of antiunitary symmetries, there are two symme-
tries compatible with M⊥ 6= 0. One is C2T symmetry whose
rotation axis is perpendicular to B. In this case, M⊥ perpen-
dicular to both B and the C2 rotation axis can be nonzero.
The other is σT symmetry whose mirror plane is parallel to
B. Then, M⊥ can appear parallel to the mirror plane. As the
combination of C2T and σT is just P , M⊥ can emerge even
when both symmetries exist simultaneously. In summary, ev-
ery symmetry except for C2T , σT , and P must be broken to
have M⊥ 6= 0.

Using this symmetry condition, one can judge whether
M⊥ is forbidden or not in any antiferromagnetic (AFM)
system under various field directions. In the case of AFM
orders in the pyrochlore lattice with a tetrahedral mag-
netic unit cell shown in Fig. 1, the magnetic structures
can be classified by using group theory, and the result-
ing irreducible representations (IRREPs) can be described
in terms of CMMs3,4 including A2-octupole (A2), T1-
octupoles (T1x, T1y, T1z), T2-octupoles (T2x, T2y, T2z), and
E-dotriacontapoles (E1, E2).3,4,21,24–28 In the case of the A2-
octupole shown in Fig. 1, for example, its magnetic point
group is −4′3m′ composed of an identity I , 3 two-fold ro-
tations C2, 8 threefold rotations C ′3, 6 antiunitary mirrors σT ,
and 6 four-fold antiunitary inversion S4T . For B ‖ [001], ev-
ery symmetry except I , C2z , and two σT s is broken. Because
there is C2z , M⊥ = 0. On the other hand, when B ‖ [110],
only I and a σT remain, thus M⊥ can be nonzero. We extend
this analysis toD3h point group relevant to CsMnBr317 and to
Oh point group relevant to Mn3Ir,3,16,29–32 as summarized in
Appendix.

The analysis of the magnetic point group symmetry under
B can also determine the direction of M⊥ and its general B
dependence. For instance, let us consider an AFM ordering
with the magnetic point group P , which is described by the
Hamiltonian H({Sa}) where a is a sublattice index. When
B is applied, the symmetries in P will be mostly broken but
they still strongly constrain the spin canting directions. More
explicitly, for an element Op ∈ P , we have

U(Op)H({Sa},B)U(Op)
−1 = H({Sa},Bp), (1)

where Bp = OpB and U(Op) is the matrix representation
of Op. Namely, Op effectively changes the direction of B
while keeping the spin structure. For example, let us consider
the A2-octupole under B ‖ [110] again. Among the sym-
metries in P , P1 = {I, σ[11̄0]T} indicates the symmetry that
leaves B invariant. Here I denotes the identity and σ[11̄0] is

c
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FIG. 2. (a) Ê(α)-order when A > 0. The spins (red arrows) are
lying on their easy planes (yellow planes). (b) Green lines denote the
spin directions of E(π/6 + nπ/3)-orders (n = 0, · · · , 5). (c) M⊥
for Ê(α)-order as a function of α when B ‖ [111]. M⊥ 6= 0 only at
α = π/6+nπ/3. (d) M⊥ for Ê(α)-order with various α computed
by changing B from [010] to [011], and to [111]. (e) A2-order when
A < 0. (f) M⊥ for A2-order computed by changing B from [100]
to [110], and to [111]. In (c,d,f), we choose |A|/J = B/J = 1.

the mirror symmetry whose normal direction is along [11̄0].
On the other hand, P2 = {C2z, σ[110]T} denotes the symme-
tries which invert the direction of B. Here σ[110] is the mirror
symmetry whose normal direction is along [110]. Applying
P1 and P2 symmetries to the constraint equation in Eq. (1),
we obtain M⊥ ∝

[
bB2 +O(B4)

]
ẑ with a constant b. A sim-

ilar analysis can also be applied to other CMMs. In the case of
E2-dotriacontapole under B ‖ [111], we find that P1 = {I}
leaves B invariant while P2 = {σ11̄0}, inverts the B direction,
which gives M⊥ = (bB2 + ...)ê11̄0 + (dB + fB3 + ...)ê112̄

where b, d, f are constants. Detailed B dependence of TM
is determined by microscopic spin interactions as discussed
below. The cases of E1 and T2y CMMs under B ‖ [111] are
further analyzed in Appendix.

Microscopic Hamiltonian.— The classical Heisenberg an-
tiferromagnet on the pyrochlore lattice has macroscopically
degenerate ground states.33,34 Under a magnetic field B, the
Hamiltonian can be written as

H0 =HJ +HB = J
∑
〈ab〉

Sa · Sb −
∑
a

B · Sa,

=8JNcM
2 − 4NcB ·M−

JNc
2

4∑
a=1

S2
a, (2)

where HJ with J > 0 indicates the isotropic antiferromag-
netic exchange interaction between nearest-neighboring spins,
and HB is the Zeeman coupling. Nc is the number of tetrahe-
dral unit cells, M = 1

4

∑4
a=1 Sa is the average magnetization

of the four spins in a tetrahedron. From S2
a = 1, we obtain

H0 = 8JNc(M − B
4J )2. Then, the minimum energy condi-

tion gives M = B
4J . Namely, TM does not appear when spin

anisotropy is absent.
Single-ion anisotropy (SIA).— Let us consider H1 ≡ H0 +

HSIA that includes the SIA,HSIA = A
∑
a(Sa ·na)2. When

A > 0, HSIA forces Sa to lie on its easy plane on which
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Sa · na = 0 is satisfied [see Fig. 2a]. The energy minimum
condition of H1 is

M =
B

4J
, Sa · na = 0 (a = 1, 2, 3, 4). (3)

When B = 0, the ground state is antiferromagnetic with ei-
ther E-dotriacontapole or T2-octupole, in which all spins are
lying on their easy-planes. As the E-dotriacontapole belongs
to a two-dimensional (2D) IRREP, it is composed of two basis
states called the Ê1 and Ê2-orders. Similarly, the T2-octupole
belonging to a three-dimensional (3D) IRREP is composed
of three basis states, called the T̂2x, T̂2y , and T̂2z-orders [see
Appendix].

More specifically, in the Ê1-order, the four spins Sa=1,2,3,4

in a unit cell are aligned along the directions x̂1 = [11̄0], x̂2 =

[110], x̂3 = [1̄1̄0], x̂4 = [1̄10], respectively, while for the Ê2-
order, the spins are along ŷ1 = [112̄], ŷ2 = [11̄2], ŷ3 = [1̄12],
ŷ4 = [1̄1̄2̄], respectively. Then a general E-dotriacontapole
order can be represented by Ê(α) = Ê1 sinα + Ê2 cosα,
which spans a continuous DGSM parametrized by 0 ≤ α ≤
2π [see Fig. 2a]. As α varies, the spins continuously rotate
on their easy planes. Similar to (Ê1, Ê2)-orders, (Ê(α =

π/6), T̂2x)-orders, (Ê(α = 5π/6), T̂2y)-orders, and (Ê(α =

π/2), T̂2z)-orders form pairs of basis states which span con-
tinuous DGSM where spins are lying on their easy planes.

When B 6= 0, the energy minimum condition in Eq. (3) is
satisfied in most cases, thus TM vanishes. But there are a few
exceptional cases with nonzero TM. For example, for a given
Ê(α) order at B = 0, the spin configuration at small B can
be parametrized as

Sa = cos θa [cos(α+ φa)x̂a + sin(α+ φa)ŷa]− sin θaẑa,
(4)

where φa (θa) indicates the rotation within (away from)
the easy-plane of Sa due to B 6= 0. At small B,
we expand Sa up to the first order of (θa,φa) and
put it in Eq. (3), which gives Sa · na = −θa = 0,
Mx = 1

4
√

6

[
(cosα−

√
3 sinα)(φ1 + φ2 − φ3 − φ4)

]
,

My = 1
4
√

6

[
(cosα+

√
3 sinα)(φ1 − φ2 + φ3 − φ4)

]
,

Mz = −1
2
√

6
[cosα(φ1 − φ2 − φ3 + φ4)]. Note that when

tanα = 1/
√

3, Mx = 0. Then, Mx = Bx/(4J) in Eq. (3)
cannot be satisfied if Bx 6= 0. Similar situations occur when
tanα = −1/

√
3 and By 6= 0, or cosα = 0 and Bz 6= 0.

Interestingly, these are exactly the conditions to have
nonzero TM [see Fig. 2b]. For instance, for the Ê(α =

π/6, 7π/6) order with tanα = 1/
√

3, when B ‖ [100], the
projection of B onto the easy plane of each spin is parallel
to the corresponding spin direction, thus B cannot rotate each
spin within its easy plane. Instead, B forces the spins to move
away from their easy planes, which makes the energy mini-
mum condition in Eq. (3) to be violated and induces nonzero
TM. Similar situations happen for Ê(5π/6, 11π/6) order with
By 6= 0, and Ê(π/2, 3π/2) order with Bz 6= 0.

The spin configuration with nonzero TM can be obtained by
the stationary condition ∂H1/∂θa = ∂H1/∂φa = 0. For in-
stance, for Ê(π/2) order under B ‖ [111] described in Fig. 2b,

A
2
-order (D > 0)a c E + T

1
-orders (D < 0)

b d

FIG. 3. (a) A2-order when D > 0, where all spins (red arrows)
are perpendicular to the surrounding DM vectors (yellow arrows).
(b) M⊥ for A2-order computed by changing B from [100] to [110]
and to [111]. (c) Schematic description of continuous DGSM when
D < 0. There are four distinct planes; yellow planes are for E(α)-
order, blue planes are forE(−π/3)+T1x-order, green planes are for
E(π/3) + T1y-order, and cyan planes are for E(0) + T1z-order. (d)
M⊥ for Ê(α)-order with various α computed by changing B from
[010] to [011] and to [111]. In (b,d), we assume |D|/J = B/J = 1.

the stationary condition gives θ1 = θ4 = −θ2 = −θ3 =
B

6A+4J , φ1 = φ4 = 0, φ2 = −φ3 = − B√
6J

, from which we

obtain M⊥ =
√

2
4(2+3A/J) (AJ )(BJ )ê112̄. We note that as θ1,2,3,4

are nonzero, all spins move away from their easy planes. In
Fig. 2c, we compute M⊥ for Ê(α) order under B ‖ [111]

varying α. In Fig. 2d, we plot M⊥ for various Ê(α)-orders
by continuously rotating B from [010] to [011], and then to
[111] in sequence. M⊥ becomes nonzero only when the spe-
cial conditions between B and α described above are satisfied.
[See Appendix for further discussions.]

When A < 0, on the other hand, each spin Sa aligns along
its easy axis direction na, leading to the all-in all-out ground
state with an A2-octupolar moment shown in Fig. 2e. Two
degenerate ground states, all-in or all-out state, related by
time-reversal symmetry form a discrete manifold in which the
states are separated by an energy barrier, contrary to theA > 0
case. In this situation, we find that TM can generally appear
unless it is forbidden by symmetry. We compute the TM by
changing B from [010] to [101], and then to [111] continu-
ously, and represent the result in Fig. 2f. Note that considering
symmetry, TM vanishes for B ‖ [001] and [111]. For other di-
rections, TM is nonzero and exhibits |M⊥| ∝ (A/J)(B/J)2

consistent with magnetic space group analysis. All these re-
sults are further confirmed by numerically solving H1 using
mean-field theory [see Appendix].

Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI).— Next, we con-
sider H2 ≡ H0 + HDMI that includes the DMI, HDMI =
D
∑
〈ab〉 D̂ab · (Sa × Sb). Generally, DMI forces two spins

Sa and Sb to lie in their planes perpendicular to the DM vec-
tor D̂ab so that Sa×Sb is anti-parallel (parallel) to D̂ab when
D > 0 (D < 0).

Let us first considerD > 0 case.27 In the pyrochlore lattice,
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DMI forces each spin to be perpendicular to its six neighbor-
ing DM vectors, and the intersection between the planes nor-
mal to those DM vectors is uniquely determined, which leads
to the A2-order as shown in Fig. 3a. As in the case of SIA
with A < 0, since DGSM is discrete, TM can generally arise
unless prohibited by symmetry. For example, in Fig. 3b, we
compute the TM by changing B from [100] to [110], and then
to [111]. When B ‖ [100] and [111], TM vanishes because of
rotation symmetries. Otherwise, TM is nonzero. From the sta-
tionary condition of H2, we obtain |M⊥| ∝ (DJ )(B

2

J2 ). [See
Appendix for more details.]

On the other hand, when D < 0, the relative angle between
neighboring spins should be inverted compared toD > 0 case
to minimize the energy. To find the ground state for D < 0,
we rewrite H2 by adding some constants as

H2 =− 12D(
∑
a

Sa · v̂a/4)2 − 8D

3∑
r=1

[(
∑
a

Sa ·Tr
a/4)2]

+ 8(J −D/2)(M− B

4(J −D/2)
)2, (5)

where v̂a is the unit vector along the local z-axis of Sa, and
Tr
a (r = 1, 2, 3) indicates the spin direction relevant to T2

octupolar ordering. The explicit forms of v̂a and Tr
a are given

in Appendix. Since D < 0, all the coefficients of squared
terms in H2 are positive, thus H2 can be minimized when the
following seven equations are satisfied,

M =
B

4J − 2D
,

4∑
a=1

Sa · v̂a = 0,

4∑
a=1

Sa ·Tr
a = 0. (6)

When B = 0, one can show that (Ê1, Ê2)-orders span the
continuous DGSM as in the case of SIA with A > 0. Sim-
ilarly, (Ê(α = 0), T̂1z)-orders, (Ê(α = π/3), T̂1y)-orders,
and (Ê(α = −π/3), T̂1x)-orders form pairs of basis states
which span continuous DGSM where spins are lying on the
xy, zx, and yz planes, respectively. [See Fig. 3c.]

Since DGSM is continuous, one can generally expect TM
to be vanishing. To check the possible exceptional situations
as in the SIA case with A > 0, let us consider Ê(α) order
at B = 0 and examine the spin configuration at small B by
introducing angular variation (θa, φa) as in Eq. (4). Plugging
the parametrized form of spins in Eq. (4) into Eq. (6), we ob-
tain, up to the linear order inB = |B|, θa = −3ẑa · B

4(J−D/2) ,
φa = q B

4(J−D/2) where q is an arbitrary constant. Contrary
to the case of SIA with A > 0 in which θa = 0 is always
required to minimize the SIA term irrespective of B, in the
DMI case with D < 0, both θa and φa can continuously vary
under B while the energy minimum condition is satisfied. As
spins can rotate continuously in three-dimensional space un-
der B while satisfying Eq. (6), TM does not appear. This is
generally true for arbitrary E(α) under arbitrary B, as shown
in Fig. 3d. The same results can be obtained from the station-
ary conditions ∂H2/∂θa = ∂H2/∂φa = 0. All these results
can be further confirmed by numerical mean-field calculation
of H2 [see Appendix]. Also, other Ê + T̂1-type ground states

with continuous DGSM exhibit similar behaviors as discussed
in Appendix.

Anomalous Planar Hall Effect (APHE).— In metallic anti-
ferromagnets with CMMs, TM can induce APHE,23 i.e. si-
multaneous appearance of anomalous Hall effect (AHE) and
planar Hall effect (PHE).35–37 Such a thing is possible because
an applied in-plane B can generate both in-plane M⊥,in and
out-of-plane M⊥,out TM, which give PHE and AHE, respec-
tively. [See Fig. 4a.]

Motivated by the recent experimental observation of AHE
and PHE in pyrochlore iridates,22,25 we examine APHE in this
system with A2-order. Assuming x̂ ‖ [11̄0], ŷ ‖ [112̄], and
ẑ ‖ [111], we apply an electric field E ‖ x̂, and rotate B
within x̂ŷ-plane. Considering the symmetry of pyrochlore lat-
tice, we findM⊥,out = (a0+a1 cos 3θ+b1 sin 3θ)ẑ,M⊥,in =
(c1 cos 3θ)p̂ where a0, a1, b1, and c1 are constants, and p̂ =
(− sin θ, cos θ, 0) is the in-plane unit vector perpendicular
to B. [See Fig. 4a.] Using the phenomenological model
for anomalous Hall conductivity (AHC) and planar Hall con-
ductivity (PHC)38,39 given by σAHExy = σ0M⊥,out, σPHExy =
σ1BxBy +σ2(BxM⊥,y +ByM⊥,x) +σ3M⊥,xM⊥,y , we ob-
tain

σAHExy ∝β0 + β1 cos 3θ + β2 sin 3θ,

σPHExy ∝γ1 cos θ + γ2 cos 5θ

+ δ1 sin 2θ + δ2 sin 4θ + δ3 sin 8θ, (7)

where β0,1,2, γ1,2, and δ1,2,3 are constants. We note that γ1, γ2

terms come from σ2 term in σPHExy while δ1, δ2, δ3 come from
σ3 term in σPHExy .

To confirm the prediction of the above phenomenological
theory, we perform self-consistent mean-field calculations of
the Hubbard model describing pyrochlore iridates with A2-
order,24,40 and numerically compute the AHC41 and PHC.35

[See Appendix for details.] For AHC, we consider only the
intrinsic Berry curvature contribution while for PHC, we as-
sume constant relaxation time. The resulting AHC (PHC) is
plotted using black dots in Fig. 4b (Fig. 4c) which can be fitted
by σAHExy ∝ β0 +β2 sin 3θ and σPHExy ∝ γ1 cos θ+ δ1 sin 2θ,
respectively, consistent with Eq. (7). We note that experimen-
tal data can contain additional terms due to the presence of
rare-earth ions and strain, etc..22 As APHE can probe mul-
tipolar AFM structures through its relation with TM, it can
be further applied to the systems where conventional methods
like neutron scattering do not work.18–20

q

 AHE
a

x = [1-10]

y = [11-2]

z = [111]

b c

 PHE

FIG. 4. (a) Schematic description of TM and APHE. (b) The com-
puted AHC (black dots) and its fitting (blue line) by β0 + β2 sin 3θ.
(c) The computed PHC (black dots) and its fitting (blue line) by
γ1 cos θ + δ1 sin 2θ.
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Discussion.— To conclude, we construct a general micro-
scopic theory of TM and identify the symmetry condition to
have nonzero TM. When DGSM is discrete, TM is generally
allowed unless forbidden by symmetry. On the other hand,
when DGSM is continuous, TM generally vanishes except the
SIA case with A > 0. We have also analyzed the cases with
dipolar interactions and obtained nonzero TM due to the dis-
crete DGSM [see Appendix].

Our theory can successfully explain the experimental data
for CsMnBr3, Gd2Ti2O7, Eu2Ir2O7 as shown in Appendix.
Especially, in the case of Eu2Ir2O7, the TM induced by
spin canting shows the same behaviors as the OM from phe-
nomenological Landau theory. Thus we think that the spin
canting contribution to OM cannot be ruled out to explain the
measured data.
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Appendix A: The symmetry condition for TM

Let us consider the A2-order on the pyrochlore lattice un-
der B ‖ [110]. Among the magnetic point group symmetries,
P1 = {I, σ[11̄0]T} indicates the symmetry that leaves B in-
variant. Here I denotes the identity and σ[11̄0] is the mirror
symmetry whose normal direction is along [11̄0]. On the other
hand, P2 = {C2z, σ[110]T} denotes the symmetries which in-
vert the direction of B. Here σ[110] is the mirror symmetry
whose normal direction is along [110]. P1 and P2 symmetries
give the following relations between ∆Si(B):

∆S1,11̄0(B) = ∆S4,11̄0(B) = 0,

∆S1,z(B) = ∆S4,z(−B),

∆S2,11̄0(B) = −∆S3,11̄0(B)

= ∆S2,11̄0(−B) = −∆S3,11̄0(−B),

∆S2,z(B) = ∆S3,z(B)

= ∆S2,z(−B) = ∆S3,z(−B). (A1)

Accordingly, the transverse spin change takes the following
form

∆S1⊥ =(a1B + b1B
2 + c1B

3 + ...)ẑ,

∆S2⊥ =(b2B
2 + ...)ẑ + (b3B

2 + ...)ê11̄0,

∆S3⊥ =(b2B
2 + ...)ẑ − (b3B

2 + ...)ê11̄0,

∆S4⊥ =(−a1B + b1B
2 − c1B3 + ...)ẑ, (A2)

where a1, b1, b2, b3, and c1 are constants, and ê11̄0 = (x̂ −
ŷ)/
√

2. Note that as the initial directions of S2 and S3 are per-
pendicular to B, their transverse components only have even
powers of B. Hence, we finally obtain the spin TM as

M⊥ ∝
[
bB2 +O(B4)

]
ẑ. (A3)

A similar analysis can be applied to any CMM. In the case
ofE2-dotriacontapole under B ‖ [111], we find that P1 = {I}
leaves B invariant while P2 = {σ11̄0}, inverts the B direction.
The constraints by P1 and P2 are

∆S1/4,11̄0(B) = ∆S1/4,11̄0(−B),

∆S1/4,112̄(B) = −∆S1/4,112̄(−B),

∆S2,11̄0(B) = ∆S3,11̄0(−B),

∆S2,112̄(B) = −∆S3,112̄(−B), (A4)

which give

∆S1,⊥ =(b1B
2 + ...)ê11̄0 + (d1B + f1B

3 + ...)ê112̄,

∆S2,⊥ =(a2B + b2B
2 + c2B

3)ê11̄0

+ (d2B + e2B
2 + f2B

3)ê112̄,

∆S3,⊥ =(−a2B + b2B
2 − c2B3)ê11̄0

+ (d2B − e2B
2 + f2B

3)ê112̄,

∆S4,⊥ =(b4B
2 + ...)ê11̄0 + (d4B + f4B

3 + ...)ê112̄.
(A5)

Hence, the spin TM is

M⊥ = (bB2 + ...)ê11̄0 + (dB + fB3 + ...)ê112̄. (A6)

This shows that M⊥ ‖ [11̄0] is even in B while M⊥ ‖ [112̄] is
odd in B. In SI, we have also considered E1 and T2y CMMs
under B ‖ [111]. Here, we explain the other cases, E1 under
B ‖ [111] and T2y under B ‖ [111]. Let GM is the magnetic
point group under the magnetic order. Then, please note that
P1 is the set of GM elements which keeps B direction, while
P2 is the set of GM elements which reverses B direction.

Next, let us think of E1 under B ‖ [111]. Then, P1 =
{I, σ[11̄0]T}, P2 = φ. The condition is given by

∆S1/4,11̄0(B) = 0,

∆S2,11̄0(B) = −∆S3,11̄0(B),

∆S2,112̄(B) = ∆S3,112̄(B). (A7)

Hence, each spin change is

∆S1⊥ =s1(B)ê112̄,

∆S2⊥ =t1(B)ê11̄0 + s2(B)ê112̄,

∆S3⊥ =− t1(B)ê11̄0 + s2(B)ê112̄,

∆S4⊥ =s4(B)ê112̄, (A8)
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where si, ti are the polynomials of B. The TM is

M⊥ = s(B)ê112̄, (A9)

where s(B) = aB + bB2 + cB3 + ... is polynomial of B.
Lastly, let us think of T2y under B ‖ [111], Then, P1 =

{I}, P2 = {σ[101̄}. The condition is given by,

∆S1/3,101̄(B) = ∆S1/3,101̄(−B),

∆S1/3,12̄1(B) = −∆S1/3,12̄1(−B),

∆S2,101̄(B) = ∆S4,101̄(−B),

∆S2,12̄1(B) = −∆S4,12̄1(−B). (A10)

Each spin change becomes

∆S1⊥ =(b1B
2 + ...)ê101̄ + (d1B + f1B

3 + ...)ê12̄1,

∆S2⊥ =(a2B + b2B
2 + c2B

3 + ...)ê101̄

+ (d2B + e2B
2 + f2B

3 + ...)ê12̄1,

∆S3⊥ =(b3B
2 + ...)ê101̄ + (d3B + f3B

3 + ...)ê12̄1,

∆S4⊥ =(−a2B + b2B
2 − c2B3 + ...)ê101̄

+ (d2B − e2B
2 + f2B

3 + ...)ê12̄1, (A11)

Thus, the TM is

M⊥ = (bB2 + ...)ê101̄ + (dB + fB3 + ...)ê12̄1. (A12)

In fact, we can do the same procedure for all symmetries
in the MPG. However, because any symmetries other than
P1 and P2 change the field direction, they does not give
further physical meanings to the field dependence of TM.
For example, under AIAO and B ‖ [110], recall that from
P1 = {I, σ11̄0T} and P2 = {C2z, σ110T}, we have the fol-
lowing form of transverse spin change.

∆S1⊥(B) =g1(B)ẑ,

∆S2⊥(B) =feven2 (B)ê11̄0 + geven2 (B)ẑ,

∆S3⊥(B) =− feven2 (B)ê11̄0 + geven2 (B)ẑ,

∆S4⊥(B) =g1(−B)ẑ, (A13)

where feven(B) = feven(−B). So the form of TM is
∆Stot,⊥(B) = geven(B)ẑ.

We can apply C3 /∈ P1, P2 which is in the MPG of AIAO.
Then, the condition is

∆S1,11̄0(B) = ∆S1,011̄(C3B),

∆S1,z(B) = ∆S1,x(C3B),

∆S2,11̄0(B) = ∆S3,011̄(C3B),

∆S2,z(B) = ∆S3,x(C3B),

∆S3,11̄0(B) = ∆S4,011̄(C3B),

∆S3,z(B) = ∆S4,x(C3B),

∆S4,11̄0(B) = ∆S2,011̄(C3B),

∆S4,z(B) = ∆S2,x(C3B). (A14)

The conditions give,

∆S1⊥(C3B) =g1(B)x̂,

∆S2⊥(C3B) =g1(−B)x̂,

∆S3⊥(C3B) =feven2 (B)ê011̄ + geven2 (B)x̂,

∆S4⊥(C3B) =− feven2 (B)ê011̄ + geven2 (B)x̂, (A15)

so ∆Stot,⊥(C3B) = geven(B)x̂. The physical meaning of
this is just the rotation of B and M⊥.

Appendix B: Cluster Magnetic Multipoles in crystals

The cluster magnetic multipoles (CMMs) are the quantifi-
cation of a generic magnetic ordering, just like the magne-
tization.3 In a magnetic unit cell, a spin cluster is defined as
the group of atoms connected by the symmorphic symmetries.
Therefore, there can be several spin clusters in a magnetic unit
cell. The spin clusters are connected each other by the trans-
lational or non-symmorphic symmetries.

In a spin cluster a, one can define a CMM with rank p,

Ma
pq =

√
4π

2p+ 1

Na∑
i=1

∇(rpi Ypq) ·mi,

(B1)

where Na is the number of atoms in the spin cluster, ri is the
position of i-th atom, Ypq is the rank-p spherical harmonics,
and mi is the magnetic moment at i-th atom. After we cal-
culate Mpq , we classified them into the bases of irreducible
representations (IRREPs) of Td, Oh, and D3h point group.
We are aware of the cluster magnetic toroidal multipoles, but
we consider the response to the magnetic field only, so we
do not consider this. We adopt the magnetic unit cell of py-
rochlore oxides, Mn3Ir, and CsMnBr3 for each point group,
whose structures are in the manuscript.

Each magnetic unit cell of pyrochlore oxides, Mn3Ir, and
CsMnBr3 is composed of a single spin cluster. Note that the
number of degrees of freedom in a spin cluster is 12 (4 sublat-
tices with 3 axes) in pyrochlore oxides, 18 (6 sublattices with
3 axes) in CsMnBr3, 9 (3 sublattices with 3 axes) in Mn3Ir.
Pyrochlore oxides can carry magnetic dipoles, octupoles, and
dotriacontapoles. Mn3Ir carries magnetic dipoles and oc-
tupoles. CsMnBr3 carries magnetic dipoles, octupoles, do-
triacontapoles, and 128-poles. Furthermore, we calculate the
magnetic point group for each CMM, and determine whether
TM exists or not, as we explain in the manuscript. All results
are in the Tables S1-S3, and Figs. S1-S3.
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Rank CMM [100] [010] [001] [110] [11̄0] [101] [1̄01] [011] [011̄] [111] [11̄1̄] [1̄11̄] [1̄1̄1]

Octupole A2 × × × O O O O O O × × × ×

T 1
x × O O O O O O O O O O O O

T 1
y O × O O O O O O O O O O O

T 1
z O O × O O O O O O O O O O

T 2
x × O O O O O O × × O O O O

T 2
y O × O O O × × O O O O O O

T 2
z O O × × × O O O O O O O O

Dotriacontapole E1 × × × O O O O O O O O O O

E2 × × × × × O O O O O O O O

TABLE S1. The presence (O) or absence (X) of TM for all possible magnetic structures in the pyrochlore lattice with the point group Td under
various field directions.

Rank CMM [100] [010] [001] [110] [11̄0] [101] [1̄01] [011] [011̄] [111] [11̄1̄] [1̄11̄] [1̄1̄1]

Octupole A′1 O × × O O O O O O O O O O

A′2 O O × O O O O O O O O O O

A′′2 × O × O O O O O O O O O O

E′x × × × O O O O O O O O O O

E′y O O × O O O O O O O O O O

E′′x × O O O O O O O O O O O O

E′′y O × O O O O O O O O O O O

Dotriacontapole 2E′x × × × O O O O O O O O O O

2E′y O O × O O O O O O O O O O

E′′x × O O O O O O O O O O O O

E′′y O × O O O O O O O O O O O

128-pole A′1 × × × O O O O O O O O O O

A′′1 O × × O O O O O O O O O O

TABLE S2. The presence (O) or absence (X) of TM for all possible magnetic structures in CsMnBr3 with the point group D3d under various
field directions. The ground state is A′1-128-pole.

Rank CMM [100] [010] [001] [110] [11̄0] [101] [1̄01] [011] [011̄] [111] [11̄1̄] [1̄11̄] [1̄1̄1]

Octupole T 1
x × O O O O O O O O O O O O

T 1
y O × O O O O O O O O O O O

T 1
z O O × O O O O O O O O O O

T 2
x × O O O O O O × × O O O O

T 2
y O × O O O × × O O O O O O

T 2
z O O × × × O O O O O O O O

Ground state T 1
x = T 1

y = T 1
z O O O O O O O O O × O O O

TABLE S3. The presence (O) or absence (X) of TM for all possible magnetic structures in Mn3Ir with the point group Oh under various field
directions.
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a Dipole

c

c Octupole

T1

T1

A2

T2E

Dotriacontapole

FIG. S1. CMMs of pyrochlore oxides. (a) Dipoles, (b) octupoles, and (c) dotriacontapoles.

Dipole
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A’2 E’’
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E’’
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E’

a c

b

d 128-pole

Dotriacontapole

FIG. S2. CMMs of CsMnBr3. (a) Dipoles, (b) octupoles, (c) dotriacontapoles, and (d) 128-poles.
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a

b

Dipole

T1g

T2g

T1g

Octupole

FIG. S3. CMMs of Mn3Ir. (a) Dipoles and (b) octupoles.
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Appendix C: The numerical computations of M⊥

Here, we perform numerical computations of M⊥ con-
sidering general Hamiltonians for classical spins on the py-
rochlore lattice given by

H = HJ +Hani −
∑
a

B · Sa, (C1)

whereHJ indicate the isotropic Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian,
and Hani = HDMI , HSIA, HDI indicates the anisotropic
spin Hamiltonian including Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interac-
tion (DMI),27 single-ion anisotropy (SIA),18 and dipolar in-
teraction (DI),26 respectively. Their explicit forms are

HJ =J
∑
〈ab〉

Sa · Sb, (C2)

HDMI =D
∑
〈ab〉

D̂ab · (Sa × Sb), (C3)

HSIA =A
∑
a

(Sa · na)2, (C4)

HDI =JDI
∑
〈ab〉

[Sa · Sb − 3(Sa · rab)(Sb · rab)], (C5)

where J > 0 is the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg exchange
interaction, D (A) is the strength of DMI (SIA), and JDI in-
dicates the strength of the DI. Also, D̂ab is the unit vector of
DMI, na is the unit vector along the local z-axis of the spin
Sa, and rab is the normalized displacement vector between
a-th and b-th sites.

When we calculate the ground state, we begin from a ran-
dom spin configuration and make an iterative approach. For
given spin configuration and Hamiltonian H , the effective
field at site a is given by ha = − ∂H

∂Sa
. Then, we make the

spin evolves to the direction of its mean-field,

Sa →
Sa + cha
||Sa + cha||

(C6)

where c is the parameter given by hand. The ground state has
the lowest energy among the converged spin configuration.42

Depending on the type of the anisotropic spin interac-
tions, various AFM ground states with distinct CMMs can ap-
pear.18,26,27 For example, suppose that H = HJ + HDMI .
Then, for D > 0, the ground state is an A2-octupole, while
for D < 0, the ground state is an E-dotriacontapole or a T1-
octupole. On the other hand, if H = HJ +HSIA, for A < 0,
the ground state is A2-octupole, while for A > 0, the ground
state is an E-dotriacontapole or a T2-octupole.

For each spin Hamiltonian on the pyrochlore lattice, we
compute M⊥ ≡ 1

4

∑4
i=1〈Si,⊥〉 as a function of B. The pa-

rameters are chosen as J = |D| = |A| = 1 for numerical
computations.42

Let us first consider theA2-order ofHJ+HDMI andHJ+
HSIA. The relevant M⊥ ‖ ẑ under B ‖ [110] is plotted in
Figs. S4a-b, respectively. One can clearly observe M⊥ ∝ B2

for both cases.

Next we consider E = (E1, E2)-order of HJ +HDMI and
HJ + HSIA. Here we choose E2-order (E = (0, 1)) as an
initial ground state configuration, compute M⊥ ‖ [112̄] under
B ‖ [111], and show the result in Figs. S4c-d. For both DMI
and SIA cases, M⊥ = 0. On the other hand, we choose E1-
order (E = (1, 0)) as a ground state, compute Mcalc

⊥ ‖ [112̄]
under B ‖ [111], and show the result in Fig. S4e-f. For DMI
case, Mcalc

⊥ = 0, but for SIA case, Mcalc
⊥ ∝ B. We choose

E(π/4) = (1/
√

2, 1/
√

2)-order as a ground state, compute
M⊥ ‖ [112̄] under B ‖ [111], and show the result in Fig. S4g.
For bothHJ+HDMI andHJ+HSIA, Mcalc

⊥ = 0. In generic
E(α)-order (E = (sinα, cosα)), TM vanishes for both cases.

Lastly, we consider T2y-order of HJ + HDI . Here we
choose T2y-order as a ground state. The resulting Mcalc

⊥ ‖
[12̄1] is in Fig. S4h. One can easily note that Mcalc

⊥ ∝ B3.

Appendix D: Hubbard model for pyrochlore oxides

The Hubbard model for pyrochlore oxides is,

H = H0 +HMF
U +HB , (D1)

where

H0 =
∑
〈ij〉

c†i (t1 + it2 ~dij · ~σ)cj

+
∑
〈〈ij〉〉

c†i (t
′
1 + i(t′2 ~Rij + t′3 ~Dij))cj , (D2)

is the kinetic Hamiltonian,

HMF
U = −U

∑
i

(〈~ji〉 ·~ji − 〈~ji〉2), (D3)

is the mean-field approximated Hubbard repulsion, and

HB = −
∑
i

~B ·~ji, (D4)

is the Zeeman coupling.24,40 Note that ~ji = 1
2

∑
i c
†
i~σcj .

The parameter we used are

t1 =
130

243
toxy +

17

324
tσ −

79

243
tπ,

t2 =
28

243
toxy +

15

243
tσ −

40

243
tπ,

t′1 =
233

2916
t′σ −

407

2187
t′π,

t′2 =
1

1458
t′σ +

220

2187
t′π,

t′3 =
25

1458
t′σ +

460

2187
t′π, (D5)

where toxy is the oxygen mediated nearest neighbor (NN)
hopping, tσ, tπ are the direct-overlap NN hopping, and t′σ, t

′
π

are the direct-overlap next NN hopping. We set toxy = 1,
tσ = −0.8toxy , tπ = −2tσ/3, and t′σ,π = 0.08tσ,π . The
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)

A = -1 (A
2
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D = 1 (A
2
)
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D = -1 (E
1
)
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1
)

g D = -1 / A = 1 (E(S/4))

h J
DI

 = 1 (T
2y

)

FIG. S4. Numerical computation of Mcalc
⊥ from spin Hamiltonian. (a-b) Mcalc

⊥ for A2-order with (a) D = 1 and (b) A = −1 under
B ‖ [11̄0]. Mcalc

⊥ ∝ B2 for both cases. (c-d) Mcalc
⊥ for E2-order with (c) D = −1 and (d) A = 1 under B ‖ [111]. Mcalc

⊥ = 0 for both
cases. (e-f) Mcalc

⊥ for E1-order with (e) D = −1 and (f) A = 1 under B ‖ [111]. In (e), Mcalc
⊥ = 0, whereas in (f), Mcalc

⊥ ∝ B. (g)
Mcalc
⊥ for E(π/4)-order with D = −1 (black solid line) and A = 1 (black circles). Mcalc

⊥ = 0. (h) Mcalc
⊥ for T2y-order with JDI = 1.

Mcalc
⊥ ∝ B3.

Hubbard interaction U = 1.485. Also, the Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya (DM) vectors are defined as

~dij = 2~aij ×~bij ,
~Rij =~bik ×~bki,
~Dij = ~dik × ~dkj . (D6)

where ~bij is the vector from i-th to j-th sublattices, ~aij is the
vector that points from the center of a unit cell to the middle
of 〈ij〉 bond, and k-th sublattice is the shared neighbor of i-
th and j-th sublattices. We assume that the electric field is
applied along [11̄0] and the magnetic field is applied in the
[111] plane and at angle θ by [11̄0]. We fix B/toxy = 0.03,
changing θ = 0 to 2π. We calculate the self-consistent ground
state by using 30× 30× 30 k-point mesh.

Using the acquired self-consistent ground state, we com-
pute the AHC and PHC. The formula of AHC and PHC are
given by35,41

σAHExy =
e2

~
∑
n

∫
d3k

(2π)3
Ωzn(k)f(εn(k)), (D7)

σPHExy =e2

∫
d3k

(2π)3
Dτ(−∂f

∂ε
)(vx +

eBx
~

(vk ·Ωk))

× (vy +
eBy
~

(vk ·Ωk)), (D8)

where Ωk is the Berry curvature, vk is the group velocity,
f(ε) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution, τ is the relaxation time,
D = (1+(e/~)B·Ωk)−1 is the phase volume change because
of Berry curvature. We take e = ~ = a = τ = 1, where a is
the lattice constant.

Appendix E: Details in microscopic origin of TM

1. Without anisotropy

When there is no anisotropy, the spin interaction is given by
H = HJ with J > 0. The ground state of HJ is highly de-
generate. When we consider the pyrochlore lattice, the Hamil-
tonian is

HJ = J
∑
〈ab〉

Sa · Sb = 8JNcM
2 − JNc

2

4∑
a=1

S2
a, (E1)

where Nc is the number of unit cell, M = 1
4

∑4
a=1 Sa is the

average magnetization. Physically, the classical spins have
the same magnitude, S2

a = 1 for all as, so the last term is a
constant as

∑4
a=1 S2

a = 4. Then,

HJ = 8JNcM
2. (E2)

The ground state can be any antiferromagnetic states, i.e.
M = 0.

When we add the magnetic field, the Hamiltonian is

H =HJ +HB

=8JNcM
2 − 4NcB ·M−

JNc
2

4∑
a=1

S2
a, (E3)

Again, the last term is constant, the Hamiltonian becomes

H = 8JNc(M−
B

4J
)2. (E4)
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The energy minimum is H = 0 at

M =
B

4J
. (E5)

Since the magnetization is parallel to B, the TM vanishes.

2. Single-ion anisotropy (A > 0)

Next, let us add the SIA,

H =HJ +HSIA +HB , (E6)

=J
∑
〈ab〉

Sa · Sb +A
∑
a

(Sa · na)2 −
∑
a

B · Sa, (E7)

where J > 0 and A > 0. For HSIA, the energy minimum
requires

Sa · na = 0, (E8)

for each a = 1, 2, 3, 4, separately. This forces each spin to ly-
ing in its local xy-plane, so reduces the ground state manifold.
The red arrows are spins Sa, the yellow arrows are the hard
axes na, and the yellow planes are the local-xy plane. Thus,
for the full Hamiltonian H = HJ +HSIA +HB , the energy
minimum requires

M =
B

4J
, Sa · na = 0. (E9)

When B = 0, the ground state is either E-dotriacontapole or
T2-octupole, where all spins are lying on their local xy-plane.
E-dotriacontapole has E1 and E2-orders. There are several
ground states. The first ground state is generally represented
by E(α) = (E1 = sinα,E2 = cosα)-order. The spins in
E(α)-order are

Sa = cosαx̂a + sinαŷa (E10)

where

x̂1 = [11̄0], x̂2 = [110], x̂3 = [1̄1̄0], x̂4 = [1̄10],

ŷ1 = [112̄], ŷ2 = [11̄2], ŷ3 = [1̄12], ŷ4 = [1̄1̄2̄],

ẑ1 = [111], ẑ2 = [11̄1̄], ẑ3 = [1̄11̄], ẑ4 = [1̄1̄1]. (E11)

Note that x̂a is the direction of spins in E2-order, and ŷa is
that in E1-order.

The next type of ground state is E + T2(α)-orders. There
are three kinds of the orders. The first one is E1 + T2z(α)
which is represented by

Sa = da cosαx̂a + sinαŷa (E12)

where da = 1 for a = 1, 4 and da = −1 for a = 2, 3. The spin
configuration for α = 0 is T2z-order while that for α = π/2
is E1-order. This means that when α increases two spins at
a = 2, 3 in E1 + T2z(α)-order rotate oppositely from those
spins in E(α)-order.

The next one is E(π/6) + T2x(α) which is represented by

Sa = ea cosαx̂′a + sinαŷ′a (E13)

where x̂′a = 1
2 x̂a −

√
3

2 ŷa, ŷ
′
a =

√
3

2 x̂a + 1
2 ŷa, ea = 1 for

a = 1, 2 and ea = −1 for a = 3, 4. The spin configuration for
α = 0 is T2x-order while that for α = π/2 is E(π/6)-order.
This means that when α increases two spins at a = 3, 4 in
E(π/6) + T2x(α)-order rotate oppositely from those spins in
E(α)-order.

The last one is E(5π/6) + T2y(α) which is represented by

Sa = fa cosαx̂′′a + sinαŷ′′a (E14)

where x̂′′a = 1
2 x̂a +

√
3

2 ŷa, ŷ
′′
a = −

√
3

2 x̂a + 1
2ya, fa = 1 for

a = 1, 3 and fa = −1 for a = 2, 4. The spin configuration for
α = 0 is T2y-order while that for α = π/2 is E(5π/6)-order.
This means that when α increases two spins at a = 2, 4 in
E(5π/6) + T2y(α)-order rotate oppositely from those spins
in E(α)-order.

Please note that all ground state manifold is continuously
degenerate without magnetic field. We take E(α)-order as a
ground state for convenience, but the following results are the
same as the other ground state manifolds as well.

When B 6= 0, the stationary condition satisfying Eq. E9
usually exists, but not in a few cases. Because all spins are de-
scribed by their polar and azimuthal angles (θa, φa), the num-
ber of degrees of freedom is 8. As the number of equations in
Eq. E9 is 7, the ground state exists in general. However, as we
seek the stationary condition by a smooth deviation of (θa,φa)
at small B limit, the such state satisfying Eq. E9 may not ex-
ist depending on the initial spin configuration: for instance,
E(π/6 + nπ/3)-orders. (n ∈ Z)

For illustration, let us consider the case when the initial spin
configuration is a E-dotriacontapole E = (E1, E2) at B = 0.
In the case of E2-order with α = 0, the configuration of each
spin can be represented by

Sa = sin(
π

2
+ θa) cos(φa)x̂a

+ sin(
π

2
+ θa) sin(φa)ŷa

+ cos(
π

2
+ θa)ẑa, (E15)

where x̂a, ŷa, ẑa are in Eq. E11. When θa, φa = 0, the spin
configuration is the E2-order. To describe the deformation of
the spin configuration under small B, we expand Sa up to the
first order of angular variables as

Sa = x̂a + φaŷa − θaẑa, (E16)

with which Eq. E9 become

Sa · na = −θa = 0.

M =
1

4
√

3
[φ1 + φ2 − φ3 − φ4 − θ1 − θ2 + θ3 + θ4,

φ1 − φ2 + φ3 − φ4 − θ1 + θ2 − θ3 + θ4,

2(−φ1 + φ2 + φ3 − φ4)− θ1 + θ2 + θ3 − θ4]

=
B

4J
. (E17)
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The solution of the first constraint equations is θa = 0, which
means that the SIA forces the spins to rotate in their local xy-
planes. For B = [Bx, By, Bz], the solution of the second
constriant equations can be written as

φ2 =(−2
√

3By +
√

3Bz)/4J + φ1,

φ3 =(−2
√

3Bx +
√

3Bz)/4J + φ1,

φ4 =−
√

3(Bx +By)/2J + φ1. (E18)

That is, the stationary condition satisfying Eq. E9 exists. Ac-
cordingly, the TM should vanish. We confirm that for a
general E(α)-order case, the stationary condition satisfying
Eq. E9 exists and thus the TM vanishes.

On the other hand, there are some cases that the stationary
condition satisfying Eq. E9 does not exist. Considering the
E1-order with α = π/2, the configuration of each spin can be
represented by

Sa = sin(
π

2
+ θa) cos(

π

2
+ φa)x̂a

+ sin(
π

2
+ θa) sin(

π

2
+ φa)ŷa

+ cos(
π

2
+ θa)ẑa. (E19)

Up to the first order of angular variables, we find

Sa = −φax̂a + ŷa − θaẑa, (E20)

with which Eq. E9 becomes

Sa · na =− θa = 0.

M =
1

6
[(3
√

2(−φ1 − φ2 + φ3 + φ4)

+ 2
√

3(−θ1 − θ2 + θ3 + θ4)),

(3
√

2(φ1 − φ2 + φ3 − φ4)

+ 2
√

3(−θ1 + θ2 − θ3 + θ4)),

−θ1 + θ2 + θ3 − θ4√
3

] =
B

4J
. (E21)

Again, the SIA forces the condition θa = 0. However,
the second equations of φa does not have a solution when
Bz 6= 0. The stationary condition satisfying Eq. E9 does
not exist. Considering the threefold and twofold rotations in
HJ + HSIA, α = π/6 + nπ does not have a solution when
Bx 6= 0, α = 5π/6 + nπ does not have a solution when
By 6= 0, and α = π/2 + nπ does not have a solution when
Bz 6= 0.

For an arbitrary E(α)-order, the spin configuration is given
by

Sa = cos θa cos(α+ φa)x̂a + cos θa sin(α+ φa)ŷa

− sin θaẑa, (E22)

Then, Eq. E9 gives

Sa · na =− θa = 0,

M =
B

4J

=
1

4
[
1

6
(
√

6 cosα− 3
√

2 sinα)(φ1 + φ2 − φ3 − φ4),

1

6
(
√

6 cosα+ 3
√

2 sinα)(φ1 − φ2 + φ3 − φ4),

−
√

2

3
(φ1 − φ2 − φ3 + φ4) cosα]. (E23)

When B = B(bx, by, bz), the solution is given by θa = 0 and

φ2 =φ1 −
√

3B(2
√

6by −
√

6bz − 3
√

2bz tanα)

4J cosα(
√

3 + 3 tanα)
,

φ3 =φ1 −
√

3B(2
√

6bx −
√

6bz + 3
√

2bz tanα)

4J cosα(
√

3− 3 tanα)
,

φ4 =φ1 −
3B(
√

6(bx + by) + 3
√

2(bx − by) tanα)

2J cosα(
√

3 + 3 tanα)(
√

3− 3 tanα)
,

(E24)

where φ1 is arbitrary. The solution does not exist when
α = π/6 + nπ/3 where the denominator goes to 0.

In fact, there is a condition that α = π/6 + nπ/3 does not
have a solution. For example, α = π/2 + nπ, the second
equation of Eq. E23 becomes

B

J
=

3
√

2

6
[(∓(φ1 + φ2 − φ3 − φ4),±(φ1 − φ2 + φ3 − φ4),

0], (E25)

Therefore, whenever Bz 6= 0, the solution does not exist.
Similarly, for α = π/6 + nπ (5π/6 + nπ), the solution does
not exist whenever Bx 6= 0 (By 6= 0).
E(π/6 + nπ/3)-orders are special since all spins in the or-

ders are either parallel or antiparallel to the projected B onto
local-xy plane simultaneously. For E(α 6= π/6 + nπ/3)-
orders, there are some spins not parallel to the projected B.
For example, in E(π/3)-order,

S1 ‖ [101̄],S2 ‖ [101],S3 ‖ [1̄01],S4 ‖ [1̄01̄]. (E26)

Suppose that

B = B(cosβ[101̄]/
√

2 + sinβ[111]/
√

3), (E27)

then S1 is parallel to the projected B onto its local-xy plane
whenever β 6= π/2 + nπ. However, for other spins, the pro-
jected B onto spin a (BP

a ) are

BP
2 = cosβ[101]/

√
3 + (2

√
3 cosβ + 3

√
2 sinβ)[121̄]/18,

BP
3 =− sinβ[1̄01]/

√
3 + (cosβ)[121]/3

√
3,

BP
4 =− cosβ[1̄01̄]/

√
3 + (−2

√
3 cosβ + 3

√
2 sinβ)[12̄1]/18,

(E28)

These are not parallel to E(π/3)-order in Eq. E26 generally.
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a bB || [100] B || [101]

B || [110]c d B || [112]

FIG. S5. TM M⊥ for E(α)-order with SIA under (a) B ‖ [100], (b)
B ‖ [101], (c) B ‖ [110] and (d) B ‖ [112].

However, when B ‖ [001], the projected B on each local-
xy plane is

BP
1 ‖ [1̄1̄2],BP

2 ‖ [11̄2],BP
3 ‖ [1̄12],BP

4 ‖ [112] (E29)

All projected magnetic fields are either parallel or antiparal-
lel to E1-order (E(π/2), E(3π/2)). Hence, whenever Bz 6=
0, all spins deviate from local-xy planes. Similarly, for
B ‖ [100], all projected magnetic fields are along E(π/6) or
E(7π/6), and for B ‖ [010], all projected magnetic fields are
along E(5π/6) or E(11π/6). Hence, all spins deviate from
local-xy planes whenever Bx 6= 0 for E(π/6) and E(7π/6),
and whenever By 6= 0 for E(5π/6) and E(11π/6).

We can obtain (θa, φa) of the stationary condition in series
of B = |B| in E1-order by the derivative of Hamiltonian,

∂H

∂θa
= 0,

∂H

∂φa
= 0. (E30)

Up to the first order of B,

θ1 = θ4 = −θ2 = −θ3 =
B

6A+ 4J
,

φ1 = φ4 = 0,

φ2 = −φ3 = − B√
6J
, (E31)

All spins deviate from local-xy planes since θa 6= 0. The TM
of the stationary condition is

MSIA
⊥ =

√
2

4(2 + 3A/J)
(
A

J
)(
B

J
)ê112̄. (E32)

This is consistent with the numerical results in Fig. S4.
We present some parts of results by rotating B in the

manuscript. We also try other cases in Fig S5. When B ‖
[100], M⊥ vanishes for all α because of the twofold rota-
tion symmetry. When B ‖ [101], M⊥ is finite only for

α = π/6 + nπ and π/2 + nπ. When B ‖ [110], M⊥ is finite
only for α = π/6 + nπ and 5π/6 + nπ. When B ‖ [112],
M⊥ is finite only for α = π/6 + nπ/3.

3. Single-ion anisotropy (A < 0)

Let us consider Eq. E7 again, but A < 0. Then, since na
is an easy axis, the spins point to the easy axis. In pyrochlore
lattice, the ground state of HJ + HSIA is an A2-order. The
ground state manifold is now discretely degenerate, so the TM
usually emerges when the symmetry admits.

When B is applied to A2-order, each spin is confined in
the plane spanned by its easy axis and B. Let us try B ‖
[001] first, where the twofold rotation symmetry makes the
TM vanishes. A2-order can be represented by Eq. E19, but
the local axes are

x̂1 = [1̄1̄2], x̂2 = [11̄2], x̂3 = [1̄12], x̂4 = [112],

ŷ1 = [111], ŷ2 = [11̄1̄], ŷ3 = [1̄11̄], ŷ4 = [1̄1̄1],

ẑ1 = [1̄10], ẑ2 = [110], ẑ3 = [1̄1̄0], ẑ4 = [11̄0]. (E33)

Note that xaya-plane is spanned by A2-order and B. Without
B, θa = φa = 0 for all a. The stationary condition can be
found by Eq. E30 up to the second order of B.

θa = 0, φ1 = φ4 = −
√

3

2

B

4J + 3A
+

3

2
√

2

B2

(4J + 3A)2
,

φ2 = φ3 = −
√

3

2

B

4J + 3A
− 3

2
√

2

B2

(4J + 3A)2
. (E34)

Note that for any order of B, θa = 0. The spins are confined
within local xaya-plane. The magnetization is M = B

4J+3A .
This is different from the energy minimum condition. By

adding some constant to Eq. E7, we have

H =− 4

3
A[

3∑
r=1

(
√

2Mr −
∑
a

Sa ·Pr
a)2

+ 3((
∑
a

Sa · x̂a)2 + (
∑
a

Sa · ŷa)2

+

3∑
r=1

(
∑
a

Sa ·Tr
a)2)] + 8J(M− B

4J
)2, (E35)

where x̂a and ŷa are defined in Eq. E11,

P1
1 = [011],P1

2 = [01̄1̄],P1
3 = [01̄1],P1

4 = [011̄],

P2
1 = [101],P2

2 = [1̄01],P2
3 = [1̄01̄],P2

4 = [101̄],

P3
1 = [110],P3

2 = [1̄10],P3
3 = [11̄0],P3

4 = [1̄1̄0], (E36)

and

T1
1 = [011̄],T1

2 = [01̄1],T1
3 = [01̄1̄],T1

4 = [011],

T2
1 = [1̄01],T2

2 = [101],T2
3 = [101̄],T2

4 = [1̄01̄],

T3
1 = [11̄0],T3

2 = [1̄1̄0],T3
3 = [110],T3

4 = [1̄10]. (E37)
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Note that M = (M1,M2,M3) = (Mx,My,Mz). Pr
a and

Tr
a is related to T1 and T2-octupole, respectively. Considering

that the constants are positive, the energy minimum conditions
are

M =
B

4J
,∑

a

Sa · x̂a = 0,∑
a

Sa · ŷa = 0,∑
a

Sa ·Tr
a = 0 (r = 1, 2, 3),∑

a

Sa ·Pr
a =
√

2Mr (r = 1, 2, 3). (E38)

The magnetization of the energy minimum condition is M =
B/4J which is different from stationary condition. This is be-
cause the stationary condition satisfying the energy minimum
conditions generally does not exist since we have a total of 8
variables (θa, φa) and a total of 11 equations.

Let us try B ‖ [101], where the symmetries admits the TM.
A2-order can be represented by Eq. E19, but the local axes are

x̂1 = [12̄1], x̂2 = [101], x̂3 = [121], x̂4 = [101],

ŷ1 = [111], ŷ2 = [11̄1̄], ŷ3 = [1̄11̄], ŷ4 = [1̄1̄1],

ẑ1 = [1̄01], ẑ2 = [121̄], ẑ3 = [1̄01], ẑ4 = [12̄1̄]. (E39)

Note that local-xaya plane is again spanned by A2-order and
B. Without B, θa = φa = 0. The stationary condition is
obtained by Eq. E30. Up to the second order of B,

θ1 = θ3 = 0, θ2 = −θ4 =
9JB2

2
√

2(3A+ 4J)3
.

φ1 = −
√

3B

2(3A+ 4J)
+

3
√

2(3A+ J)B2

4(3A+ 4J)3
,

φ2 = φ4 = − 3B

(3A+ 4J)

φ3 = −
√

3B

2(3A+ 4J)
− 3
√

2(3A+ J)B2

4(3A+ 4J)3
, (E40)

The TM is given by

MSIA,A2

⊥ =
9
√

3

8(3A/J + 4)3
(
A

J
)(
B2

J2
)ŷ. (E41)

We also find TM under B in an arbitrary direction. In
Fig. S6a, we present the change of TM under rotating B from
[312] to [101], and to [5̄2̄3̄] in sequence. The TM arises for
every direction.

a bSIA, A
2

DMI, A
2

FIG. S6. The TM M⊥ for A2-order, (a) with SIA under B changing
from [312] to [101] to [5̄2̄3̄], and (b) with DMI under B changing
from [123] to [1̄21] to [3̄2̄5̄].

4. Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (D > 0)

Next, let us consider DMI (D > 0) and A2-order.

H =HJ +HDMI +HB

=J
∑
〈ab〉

Sa · Sb +D
∑
〈ab〉

D̂ab · (Sa × Sb)−B ·
∑
a

Sa.

(E42)

The role of DMI is to confine two spins in the plane perpen-
dicular to the DM vector Dij because the energy is minimized
when Si × Sj is anti-parallel to Dij . When we consider the
unit cell of pyrochlore lattice, each spin prefers to be perpen-
dicular to the surrounding six DM vectors. The perpendicular
direction to the DM vectors is the local-z axis of Si. Hence,
DMI confines Si to its local-z axis, and the ground state isA2-
octupole, as same as the previous section. Again, the ground
state manifold is now discretely degenerate, and the TM can
arise when the symmetry admits.

When B is applied, it is natural that each spin is confined
in the plane spanned by its local-z axis and B. We try other
directions from the previous section since the result is similar.
When B ‖ [100], the TM is canceled by twofold rotation sym-
metry. A2-order can be represented by Eq. E19, but the local
axes are changed by

x̂1 = [21̄1̄], x̂2 = [211], x̂3 = [211̄], x̂4 = [21̄1],

ŷ1 = [111], ŷ2 = [11̄1̄], ŷ3 = [1̄11̄], ŷ4 = [1̄1̄1],

ẑ1 = [01̄1], ẑ2 = [011̄], ẑ3 = [011], ẑ4 = [01̄1̄]. (E43)

Note that xaya-plane is spanned by A2-order and B. Without
B, θa = φa = 0 for all a. The stationary condition under B
can be found by Eq. E30 up to the second order of B.

θa = 0,

φ1 = φ2 = −
√

3

2

B

7D + 4J
+

3B2

2
√

2(7D + 4J)2
,

φ3 = φ4 = −
√

3

2

B

7D + 4J
− 3B2

2
√

2(7D + 4J)2
. (E44)

Note that for any order of B, θa = 0. Hence, the spins are
confined within xaya-plane. The magnetization is just M =

B
7D+4J .
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Please note that this is different from the energy minimum
condition of DMI. By adding some constant to Equation E42,
we have

H =8(J +D)(M− B

4(J +D)
)2 + 4D[

3(
∑
a

Sa · x̂a/4)2 + 3(
∑
a

Sa · ŷa/4)2

+ 3

3∑
r=1

(
∑
a

Sa ·Pr
a/4)2

+

3∑
r=1

(
∑
a

Sa ·Tr
a/4)2], (E45)

where x̂a and ŷa are defined in Eq. E11, and Pr
a and Tr

a are
defined in Eq. E36 and E37. Considering that all coefficients
are positive, the energy minimum condition is given by

M =
B

4(J +D)
,∑

a

Sa · xa = 0,∑
a

Sa · ya = 0,∑
a

Sa ·Pr
a = 0 (r = 1, 2, 3),∑

a

Sa ·Tr
a = 0 (r = 1, 2, 3), (E46)

Here, the magnetization of energy minimum condition is
M = B

4(J+D) which is different from stationary condition.
This is because the stationary condition satisfying the energy
minimum conditions generally does not exist for discretely
degenerate case, as we have a total of 8 variables (θa, φa) and
a total of 11 equations.

For B ‖ [110], on the other hand, the TM is admitted by
symmetry breaking. A2-order can be represented again by
Eq. E19, but the local axes are now

x̂1 = x̂4 = [11̄0], x̂2 = [1̄12̄], x̂3 = [1̄12]

ŷ1 = [111], ŷ2 = [11̄1̄], ŷ3 = [1̄11̄], ŷ4 = [1̄1̄1],

ẑ1 = [112̄], ẑ2 = ẑ3 = [110], ẑ4 = [112]. (E47)

Note that xaya-plane is spanned by A2-order and B. Without
B, θa = 0 and φa = 0. The stationary condition under B can
be found by Eq. E30. Up to the second order of B

θ1 = θ4 = 0, θ2 = −θ3 =
9(D − 2J)

4
√

2(7D + 4J)3
B2,

φ1 = −
√

3

2(7D + 4J)
B + 3

(17D + 2J)

4
√

2(7D + 4J)3
B2,

φ2 = φ3 = − 3

2(7D + 4J)
B,

φ4 = −
√

3

2(7D + 4J)
B − 3

(17D + 2J)

4
√

2(7D + 4J)3
B2. (E48)

Since θ2,3 6= 0, S2 and S3 deviate from the plane spanned by
B and ŷa. The TM in the stationary condition is

MDM
⊥ =

27
√

3

8(4 + 7D/J)3
(
D

J
)(
B2

J2
)ẑ. (E49)

We also find TM under B in an arbitrary direction. In
Fig. S6b, we present the change of TM under rotating B from
[123] to [1̄21], and to [3̄2̄5̄] in sequence. The TM arises for
every direction.

5. Dzyloshinskii-Moriya Interaction (D < 0)

Next, let us consider DMI (D < 0). A2-order is not ground
state anymore becauseA2-order gains energy. We can acquire
the energy minimum condition by adding some constants to
Eq. E42.

H =− 12D(
∑
a

Sa · v̂a/4)2 − 8D

3∑
r=1

[(
∑
a

Sa ·Tr
a/4)2]

+ 8(J −D/2)(M− B

4(J −D/2)
)2, (E50)

where

v̂1 = [111], v̂2 = [11̄1̄], v̂3 = [1̄11̄], v̂4 = [1̄1̄1], (E51)

and Tr
a is defined in Eq. E37. Since D < 0, all coefficients

are positive, so the energy minimum conditions are∑
a

Sa · v̂a = 0,∑
a

Sa ·Tr
a = 0 (r = 1, 2, 3),

M =
B

4(J −D/2)
. (E52)

If B = 0, the energy minimum spin configuration can be
found by setting

Sa = cosφa sin θax̂a

+ sinφa sin θaŷa + cos θaẑa, (E53)

whose local axes are defined in Eq. E11. Then, the conditions
give rise to θa = π/2 and φ1 = φ2 = φ3 = φ4 = α, which
corresponds to E(α)-order. Furthermore, we find that E +
T1-orders are also the energy minimum spin configurations,
which is represented by

Sa = cosβx̂a + sinβŷa, (E54)

where the local axes are

x̂1 = [011], x̂2 = [01̄1̄], x̂3 = [01̄1], x̂4 = [011̄],

ŷ1 = [01̄1], ŷ2 = [011̄], ŷ3 = [01̄1̄], ŷ4 = [011],

ẑa = [100], (E55)
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or

x̂1 = [101], x̂2 = [1̄01], x̂3 = [1̄01̄], x̂4 = [101̄],

ŷ1 = [101̄], ŷ2 = [101], ŷ3 = [1̄01], ŷ4 = [1̄01̄],

ẑa = [010], (E56)

or

x̂1 = [110], x̂2 = [1̄10], x̂3 = [11̄0], x̂4 = [1̄1̄0],

ŷ1 = [11̄0], ŷ2 = [110], ŷ3 = [1̄1̄0], ŷ4 = [1̄10],

ẑa = [001̄]. (E57)

Note that x̂a are the spin directions in T1x, T1y , and T1z-
orders, ŷa are that in E(−π/3), E(π/3), and E2-orders in
sequence. The energy of E + T1-order is the same as E(α)-
order, because Sa × Sb remain invariant while β varies. Note
that for each E + T1-order, all spins are in the same plane.
For example, all spins in E2 + T1z-order are in xy-plane,
those in E(π/3) + T1y-order are in xz-plane, and those in
E(−π/3) + T1x-order are in yz-plane.

Since the ground state is continuously degenerate, TM usu-
ally vanishes when B is applied. Let us choose a general
E(α)-order as a ground state for convenience. For small mag-
netic field B, the spins are described by

Sa = cos(α+ φa) cos(θa)x̂a

+ sin(α+ φa) cos(θa)ŷa − sin θaẑa (E58)

where the local axes are defined in Eq. E11, and (θa, φa) is
the angle deviation by B. Up to the first order of angles, the
spins are expanded as

Sa =(cosα− φa sinα)x̂a

+ (φa cosα+ sinα)ŷa − θaẑa. (E59)

We put the expansion in Eq. E52,

∑
a

Sa · v̂a = −1

4

∑
a

θa = 0,

∑
a

Sa ·T1
a =

1

8
(φ1 + φ2 − φ3 − φ4)

× (
√

3 cosα+ sinα) = 0,∑
a

Sa ·T2
a = −1

8
(φ1 − φ2 + φ3 − φ4)

× (
√

3 cosα− sinα) = 0,∑
a

Sa ·T3
a =

1

4
(−φ1 + φ2 + φ3 − φ4) sinα = 0,

and

M = [
1

24
(−φ1 − φ2 + φ3 + φ4)(

√
6 cosα− 3

√
2 sinα)

+
1

4
√

3
(−θ1 − θ2 + θ3 + θ4),

1

24
(φ1 − φ2 + φ3 − φ4)(

√
6 cosα+ 3

√
2 sinα)

+
1

4
√

3
(−θ1 + θ2 − θ3 + θ4),

−
√

2

4
√

3
(φ1 − φ2 − φ3 + φ4) cosα

+
1

4
√

3
(−θ1 + θ2 + θ3 − θ4)] =

B

4(J −D/2)
. (E60)

We find the solution by expanding (θa, φa) as a series of B
and and take terms only up to B. When B = |B|,

θa =− 3ẑa ·
B

4(J −D/2)
, φa = q

B

4(J −D/2)
, (E61)

where q is an arbitrary constant, and ẑa is in Eq. E11. Accord-
ingly, we acquire the magnetization,

M =
B

4(J −D/2)
. (E62)

Please note that when we try Eq. E30 to find the stationary
condition, we have the same result in Eqs. E61-E62 for the
general E(α)-order. This is different from SIA A > 0 case,
where all spins are confined to the local-xy planes.

We also analytically find that the stationary condition also
gives M = B

(J−D/2) for arbitrary E(α)-order. The TM van-
ishes for any α. This is consistent with numerical calculations
in a generic E(α)-order, as shown in Figs. S4c,e,g. It is still
valid that the TM generally vanishes in continuous degenerate
ground states.

We perform the same procedure toE+T1-orders. ForE2+
T1z(β)-order, for example, the spins under B are described by

Sa = cos θa cos(β + φa)x̂a + cos θa sin(β + φa)ŷa

+ sin θaẑa, (E63)

where

x̂1 = [11̄0], x̂2 = [110], x̂3 = [1̄1̄0], x̂4 = [1̄10],

ŷ1 = [110], ŷ2 = [1̄10], ŷ3 = [11̄0], ŷ4 = [1̄1̄0],

ẑa = [001̄]. (E64)

The expansion gives rise to

Sa =(cosβ − sinβφa)x̂a + (sinβ + cosβφa)ŷa

+ θaẑa (E65)
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The energy minimum condition in Eq. E52 gives∑
a

Sa · v̂a =
1

4
√

3
(θ1 − θ2 − θ3 + θ4

+
√

2 cosβ(φ1 − φ2 − φ3 + φ4)) = 0,∑
a

Sa ·T1
a =

1

4
√

2
((φ1 − φ2 + φ3 − φ4) cosβ

+ (−φ1 − φ2 + φ3 + φ4) sinβ) = 0,∑
a

Sa ·T2
a =

1

4
√

2
((φ1 + φ2 − φ3 − φ4) cosβ

+ (φ1 − φ2 + φ3 − φ4) sinβ) = 0,∑
a

Sa ·T3
a =

1

4
(
∑
a

θa) = 0,

and

M = [
1

8
(
√

2(θ1 + θ2 − θ3 − θ4) + (φ1 − φ2 + φ3 − φ4) cosβ

+ (φ1 + φ2 − φ3 − φ4) sinβ),

1

8
(
√

2(θ1 + θ2 − θ3 − θ4) + (−φ1 − φ2 + φ3 + φ4) cosβ

+ (φ1 − φ2 + φ3 − φ4) sinβ),

− 1

4
(φ1 − φ2 − φ3 + φ4) sinβ] =

B

4(J −D/2)
. (E66)

When B = B(bx, by, bz) and B = |B|, the solution of the
system of equations is

θ1 =
B

4(J −D/2)
(bz + (bx + by) cos(2β)

+ (−bx + by) sin(2β)),

θ2 =
B

4(J −D/2)
(bz + (−bx + by) cos(2β)

+ (−bx − by) sin(2β)),

θ3 =
B

4(J −D/2)
(bz + (bx − by) cos(2β)

+ (bx + by) sin(2β)),

θ4 =
B

4(J −D/2)
(bz + (−bx − by) cos(2β)

+ (bx − by) sin(2β)),

φ2 =φ1 −
2
√

2B

4(J −D/2)
(bx cosβ + by sinβ),

φ3 =φ1 +
2
√

2B

4(J −D/2)
(−by cosβ + bx sinβ),

φ4 =φ1 +
2
√

2B

4(J −D/2)
(−(bx + by) cosβ

+ (bx − by) sinβ), (E67)

The TM vanishes for arbitrary β as well.

ca b T2-orders

c d

FIG. S7. (a) The role of DI. The spins S1 and S2 that are apart by
r12 are confined in the plane perpendicular to r12. (a-b) The yellow
arrows are the displacement vectors, the red arrows are the spins, the
yellow planes are the planes perpendicular to displacement vectors.
(b) S1 is surrounded by r12, r13, r14. However, the intersecting line
of planes perpendicular to r12, r13, and r14 (yellow planes) is absent.
Instead, S1 is at the intersection of one of such three planes and the
blue plane perpendicular to the r12+r13+r14 ∝ [111]. Accordingly,
the ground state of pyrochlore lattice with DI is three T2-orders up to
time-reversal. We choose T2y-order as a ground state. (c) Changing
B from [010] to [111] and to [101], M⊥ for T2y-order are plotted.
Only at B ‖ [010] or [101], M⊥ vanishes. (d) Changing B from
[314] to [

√
301], to [01̄2̄], and to [1̄2̄5̄] in sequence, M⊥ are plotted.

6. Dipolar interaction

Lastly, let us discuss DI (JDI > 0) and T2y-order.

H =HJ +HDI +HB ,

=J
∑
〈ab〉

Sa · Sb + JDI
∑
〈ab〉

[Sa · Sb − 3(Sa · rab)(Sb · rab)]

−B ·
∑
a

Sa. (E68)

To get an insight for DI, let us first consider a 2-spin sys-
tem with S1 and S2 aparted by r12 interacting with H =
HJ + HDI , as shown in Fig. S7a. There is a competition
between HJ and HDI , since HJ prefers the antiferromagnet
and HDI prefers the ferromagnet along r12. However, since
J is much stronger than JDI , the ground state is an antiferro-
magnet. Instead, HDI makes two spins confined in the plane
perpendicular to rij . Two spins can freely rotate within the
plane, but they are at the opposite direction to each other.

When we have the unit cell of pyrochlore lattice, there
are three displacement vectors for each spin. Note that we
consider only the nearest neighbor DI for convenience.26 For
example, S1 is surrounded by r12 = [011]/

√
2, r13 =

[101]/
√

2, and r14 = [110]/
√

2 (see Fig. S7b). The planes
perpendicular to r12, r13, and r14 have no intersecting lines.
Instead, the energy minimum is on one of three planes and
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perpendicular to r12 + r13 + r14 ∝ [111], which is indicated
by red arrows in Fig. S7c. This argument are the same for
the other spins. We have total 6 minimums for each spin as
follows.

S1 : ±[011̄],±[1̄01],±[11̄0],

S2 : ±[01̄1],±[101],±[1̄10],

S3 : ±[01̄1̄],±[101̄],±[110],

S4 : ±[011],±[1̄01̄],±[1̄10]. (E69)

When we choose one of 6 minimums of S1, the other
spins are automatically chosen. For example, let us choose
S1 ‖ [1̄01]. Since HJ + HDI prefers two spins pointing op-
posite directions, S3 ‖ [101̄]. The energy from interacting
S1,S3 and S2,S4 is minimized when S2 ‖ [101], S4 ‖ [1̄01̄]
because S2,S4 ⊥ S1,S3. Note that S2 and S4 are pointing
opposite to each other. This spin configuration corresponds to
T2y-order. Other choices give T2x, T2z-orders, similarly. Un-
like two site case, where ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
orders compete, T2i(i = x, y, z)-order is always the ground
state for any JDI > 0 in the unit cell of pyrochlore lattice.
The ground state is now discretely degenerate, and the TM
usually arises when the symmetry admits.

Let us find the ground state under B. When B ‖ [010], the
TM vanishes by twofold rotation symmetry. Sa is represented
by Eq. E19, whose local axes are

x̂1 = [121], x̂2 = [1̄21], x̂3 = [1̄21̄], x̂4 = [121̄],

ŷ1 = [1̄01], ŷ2 = [101], ŷ3 = [101̄], ŷ4 = [1̄01̄],

ẑ1 = [11̄1], ẑ2 = [111̄], ẑ3 = [1̄1̄1̄], ẑ4 = [1̄11]. (E70)

When B = 0, θa = φa = 0. The stationary condition under
finite B can be obtained by Eq. E30 up to third order of B,

θa = 0, φa = −
√

6B

2(4J + JDI)
−

√
6B3

8(4J + JDI)3
. (E71)

As θa = 0, all spins are confined in xaya-planes. Accord-
ingly, the magnetization is M = B

4J+JDI
.

On the other hand, when B ‖ [111], the symmetry breaking
admits the TM. Sa is in Eq. E19, whose the local axes are

x̂1 = [525], x̂2 = [1̄21], x̂3 = [323], x̂4 = [111],

ŷ1 = [1̄01], ŷ2 = [101], ŷ3 = [101̄], ŷ4 = [1̄01̄],

ẑ1 = [15̄1], ẑ2 = [111̄], ẑ3 = [1̄31̄], ẑ4 = [1̄11]. (E72)

Again, θa, φa = 0 when B = 0. With finite B, from Eq. E30,

the stationary condition is obtained

θ1 =
16(8J + 17JDI)

135(4J + JDI)4
B3,

θ2 =
4
√

2

3
√

3(4J + JDI)2
B2 − 4

45(4J + JDI)3
B3,

θ3 =
8(4J − 5JDI)

3
√

33(4J + JDI)4
B3,

θ4 =
−4
√

2

3
√

3(4J + JDI)2
B2 − 4

45(4J + JDI)3
B3,

φ1 =
−4028J + 3793JDI

540
√

2(4J + JDI)4
B3,

φ2 =
2

3
√

3(4J + JDI)2
B2 − 71

180
√

2(4J + JDI)3
B3,

φ3 =
268J + 8707JDI

180
√

66(4J + JDI)4
B3,

φ4 =
−2

3
√

3(4J + JDI)2
B2 − 71

180
√

2(4J + JDI)3
B3.

(E73)

As θa 6= 0, the spins are away from xaya-planes. Accord-
ingly, the TM is

MDI
⊥ = − 4

√
2

3(4 + JDI/J)4
(
JDI
J

)(
B3

J3
)ê12̄1. (E74)

We analytically calculate the TM by changing B from [010]
to [111] and to [101] in sequence (see Fig. S7c). Also, we
change B in arbitrary directions shown in Fig. S7d. M⊥ van-
ishes only at [010] and [101] but is finite otherwise. Note
that considering the symmetry, the TM vanishes under [010]
and [101], but is finite otherwise. We plot MDI

⊥ in units of
JDI/J = 0.1, B/J = 1 in Figs. S7c-d.

Appendix F: Application to experiments

Here we apply our theory to the reported experimental re-
sults of TM.

1. CsMnBr3

In CsMnBr3, M⊥ ∝ B was observed when B is applied
within xz-plane, unless B is parallel to the x or z-axis.17 To
numerically calculate M⊥, we consider the following spin
model relevant to CsMnBr3

H =J

′∑
ij

Si · Sj + J ′
′′∑
ij

Si · Sj

+A
∑
i

(Szi )2 −B ·
∑
i

Si, (F1)

where J (J ′) is the Heisenberg interaction between intra-
layer (inter-layer) nearest neighbors, A > 0 is the single-ion
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a b

FIG. S8. Numerical calculations of M⊥ using the spin Hamiltonian
relevant to CsMnBr3. (a) Mcalc

⊥ when B ‖ [101] as a function of
|B| = B. (b) Mcalc

⊥ when B ‖ [cos θ, 0, sin θ] and B = 0.3,
varying θ.

anisotropy.43 Here
∑′ (

∑′′ ) is the summation over intra-
layer (inter-layer) neighbors. The parameters are chosen as
J = 2.14, J ′ = 0.005, A = 0.0195. The numerically ob-
tained Mcalc

⊥ is shown in Figs. S8a-b. For B ‖ [101], we
find Mcalc

⊥ ‖ [101̄] ∝ B (see Fig. S8a) while for B ‖
[cos θ, 0, sin θ], we obtain Mcalc

⊥ = 0 when B ‖ x̂ or ẑ (see
Fig. S8b), which are compatible with the experimental results.

The above numerical results can be understood using the
symmetry of CsMnBr3 whose space group is 194 and mag-
netic space group is 189.225 (P 6̄2′m′). The 6 Mn atoms in
the magnetic unit cell form a single spin cluster. The crys-
talline point group of the unit cell is D3h, which is generated
by rotations C3z , C2x, and horizontal mirror Mz .

We have total 18 degrees of freedom of spins in total.
The system has 3 cluster dipoles, 7 octupoles, 6 dotriacon-
tapoles, and 2 128-poles. Dipoles are decomposed into A′2
and E′′, octupoles are decomposed into A′′1 , A

′
2, A

′′
2 , E

′, and
E′′, dotriacontapoles are decomposed into 2 E′ and E′′, and
128-poles are decomposed into A′1 and A′′1 . The spin con-
figuration of each CMM is shown in SI. The ground state
is composed of A′1-128-pole, which we denote as A′1-order.
(See Fig. S2.) The magnetic point group of A′1-order is just
D3h(−6m2). When B ‖ z, the magnetic point group is
{I, 2C3,Mz, 2MzC3}. On the other hand, when B ‖ x, the
magnetic point group is {I,Mx}. Hence, in both cases, M⊥
vanishes.

When magnetic field is applied in xz-plane, the magnetic
point group is {I}, but the symmetry inverting B is {C2y}.
Using the argument in Sec. A, the sum of spin changes is

∆Sx(B) = −∆Sx(−B),

∆Sy(B) = ∆Sy(−B),

∆Sz(B) = −∆Sz(−B), (F2)

Hence, when B ‖ [cos θ, 0, sin θ], M⊥ ‖ [− sin θ, 0, cos θ] is
an odd function of B. This is consistent with Figs. S8a-b.

2. Gd2Ti2O7

Gd2Ti2O7 is a pyrochlore material, where only Gd elec-
trons have magnetism. Though the ground state of Gd3+ is
8S7/2, the strong spin orbit coupling induces nonzero orbital

angular momentum and thus a strong single-ion anisotropy
appears. It has a complicated phase diagram near 1 K; it is
known to have a 4-k structure between 0.75 - 1.05 K,44 and
have a local-XY structure (E2-order) below 0.75 K.19,20 Be-
low 0.75 K, it is reported that M⊥ = 0 for B ‖ [001], [110]
while M⊥ 6= 0 for B ‖ [111], [112].18 The reported M⊥ is
consistent with our numerical calculation in Fig. S4. That
is, at weak field, M⊥ = 0, but at strong field M⊥ becomes
nonzero.

First, according to the last row of Table S1, M⊥ vanishes
B ‖ [001] or [110], while M⊥ appears for B ‖ [111] or [112].
As the magnetic point group of E2-order is −42m, when B ‖
[001] ([110]), the system has C2z (σ[110]), so M⊥ = 0. On
the other hand, when B ‖ [111] or [112], all symmetries are
broken, so M⊥ 6= 0.

3. Eu2Ir2O7

Eu2Ir2O7 is also a pyrochlore material, where only Ir elec-
trons have magnetism. Because of crystal field and spin-
orbital coupling, Ir4+ carry the effective spin J = 1/2. The
ground state is known to be A2-octupole at low temperature.
It is reported that when B is applied in xy-plane the OM MO

arises.21 MO ∝ B2 sin θ cos θẑ is observed when the field-
cooling direction is parallel to ŷ.

The OM can be compared with TM. When B ‖ x̂ or ŷ,
M⊥ = 0, according to Table S1 because of C2 symme-
try. Moreover, considering S4T symmetry along z-direction,
M⊥ ∝ B2 sin(2θ)ẑ which is consistent with MO result. We
note that in the case of A2-octupole, M⊥ and MO show the
same B2 and angular dependence. Thus, we cannot rule out
the spin canting contribution to OM in the measured data.

Appendix G: The phenomenological model for anomalous and
planar Hall Effect

The physical situation of planar Hall Effect is given in Fig.
4a of our manuscript. When we let x̂ = [11̄0], ŷ = [112̄], ẑ =
[111], the electric field is applied along x̂, and the magnetic
field is rotating within xy-plane (B = B(cos θ, sin θ, 0)).

We can acquire a general form of TM by using symme-
try analysis. We divide the component of TM into two,
M⊥ = M⊥,in + M⊥,out. Along [111], C3 rotation ex-
ists. Hence, both in-plane and out-of-plane components obey
a0 + a1 cos 3θ + a2 sin 3θ. During the rotation of magnetic
field, the antiunitary mirror is present when θ = π/6 + nπ/3.
The antiunitary is spanned by ẑ and B, so that the TM can
only arise along ẑ. Thus, the antiunitary mirror makes the
in-plane TM vanishes. This gives the condition of TM com-
ponents.

M⊥,out = (A0 +A1 cos 3θ +A2 sin 3θ)ẑ,

M⊥,in = (B1 cos 3θ)p̂. (G1)

where p̂ = (− sin θ, cos θ, 0) is the unit vector perpendicu-
lar to B. The anomalous Hall conductivity is proportional to
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M⊥,out, so

σAHExy ∝ (A0 +A1 cos 3θ +A2 sin 3θ). (G2)

For planar Hall Effect, we first address the Onsager’s re-
ciprocal relation. The Onsager’s reciprocal relations state that
the phenomenological tensors of a certain flow and force in
a system out of equilibrium are symmetric. For example, the
electrical conductivity under magnetic field ~H and magneti-
zation ~M is given by

σij( ~H, ~M) = σji(− ~H,− ~M) (G3)

Upon this, we assume that the system has a cubic symmetry.
By using these two constraints, the current density can be ex-
panded up to the first order of electric field and the second

order of magnetic field and magnetization.38,45,46 That is,

~J =σ0
~E + σ1

~E × ~H + σ2H
2 ~E + σ3( ~E · ~H) ~H + σ4M

2 ~E

+ σ5( ~E × ~M) + σ6( ~E · ~M) ~M + σ7( ~M · ~H) ~E

+ σ8( ~M × ( ~H × ~E) + ~H × ( ~M × ~E)) (G4)

and the conductivity is

σij =(σ0 + σ2H
2 + σ4M

2 + (σ7 − 2σ8)( ~M · ~H))δij

+ σ1εijkHk + σ5εijkMk

+ σ3HiHj + σ6MiMj + σ8(MiHj +HiMj). (G5)

The first line indicates the magnetoconductivity. The second
line indicates the conventional and anomalous Hall conductiv-
ities. The last line gives the phenomenological form of PHC,

σPHExy =σ3HxHy + σ6MxMy

+ σ8(MxHy +HxMy). (G6)

This is the equation that we are based on. Let M = M⊥,in
above, then the angular dependence of PHC is

σPHExy =A1 cos θ +A2 cos 5θ

+B1 sin 2θ +B2 sin 4θ +B3 sin 8θ. (G7)
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